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A: Actually, it's very simple to compute the pairwise similarity of all items, which you can then pass to the fitter function. I
made a small example: import numpy as np import pandas as pd d = {'a':['apple', 'apple', 'pear', 'pear', 'orange',
'orange','mango','mango'], 'b':['orange', 'orange', 'pear', 'apple','mango', 'pear', 'orange', 'pear'], 'score':[1, 1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1]} df =
pd.DataFrame(data=d) items = [ "apple", "orange", "mango", "pear", "kiwi", "guava", "fig", "banana" ] df["similarity"] =
df.apply(lambda x: sum(np.array(x.sort())[:-1])/len(x.sort()), axis=1) def fitter(x, y): if (x!= y): return -1 elif (len(x) == 1):
return 0 elif len(y) == 1: return 1 else: return -1 fit = fitter(df["a"], df["b"]) print(fit) Output: 0 
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A: After a lot of digging I discovered the answer. The issue was in the way I was defining the "slope of terrain" i.e. the total
descent. This did not include the climbing. So in the end the "total descent" slope used was much greater than the climb up.
BETHEL-Planting the seeds of rural development in the far northern reaches of the DNR's North Star State Garden Willits, CA
- "This is a very fertile area of North Star country," says Lee Vandermark, DNR regional publicist for the Northern California
Region, whose office is in the North Star State Garden outside of Willits. He explains that, "As you travel up the Klamath River
you will notice a change in the landscape." The area around Willits is a coastal plain with a mix of oak woodlands, meadows,
and pastures. "But, as you continue north of Willits, it becomes a fir, spruce, and hemlock forest, with a series of lakes. This
area is very diverse in terms of natural resources. For instance, in the far north you have northern spotted owls and mountain
goats." The North Star State Garden is one of several small gardens established in recent years by DNR horticulture and ag
extension specialists as part of a program started in 1995. There are now at least 22 of these small gardens in 17 counties: in this
corner of the state alone there are five of these small gardens. These small gardens range in size from a couple of hundred
square feet to over a thousand square feet. They contain a variety of perennial plants, most of which are designed to be used in
the community as "greatest hits," or, as Vandermark puts it, "what you should know about native plants." "The small gardens are
an interesting and unique demonstration of what a DNR public horticulture/ag extension specialist can do with limited
resources," says Vandermark. He adds, "They are a testbed for a wide range of projects, such as water conservation, wildlife
habitat improvement, native plant, water quality and soil improvement projects, and much more. These small gardens are an
especially effective tool for use in North Star State Garden and the Klamath County Agricultural Experiment Station." At the
North Star State Garden near Willits, local residents are involved in the planting of many of the native plants in this garden. "In
this garden you will see 2d92ce491b
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